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Safety Tip
By Scott Mashburn

This article was writing by TRACY CHRISTENSON and appeared in the NOVEMBER 4, 2016
of Training Peaks.
Cycling has a variety of health benefits, however, research has shown that it does not help create
strong bones. In fact, depending on the amount of cycling you do, it may even decrease your
bone density. So, if your only form of exercise is cycling, you may end up with weaker bones
than those who are inactive.
Why Cycling Isn’t Good for Your Bones
There is a lot of research on bone health and a fair amount on bone health for cyclists. Here are
several reasons cyclists have lower than normal bone densities.
1. CYCLING IS NON-WEIGHT BEARING
The primary reason for cyclists having low bone density is that it is a non-weight bearing
activity. High level cycling in particular has been shown to have negative effects on bone
strength because of the amount of time cyclists spend training and riding. You are spending a lot
of time seated, with no compression forces on your spine and pelvis. Even though it may feel
like you are pedaling hard at times, the forces you are putting into the pedals are not distributed
in a way that puts significant strain on your bones, which is needed for bone growth.
2. RECOVERY TIME
Necessary recovery time from hard cycling usually involves additional non-weight bearing
activity of sitting or lying down. Most cyclists reported avoiding weight bearing activities during
recovery periods as a way to help enhance recovery from training.
3. LOW BODY MASS
Cyclists are generally lighter, and low body mass is also a risk factor for osteoporosis and
osteopenia. This especially applies to women (who in general have lower body mass) as well as
to cyclists who are consistently striving to obtain a low body weight in order to improve
performance.
4. INCREASED RISK OF FRACTURES FROM CRASHES OR FALLS
Whether you compete or just ride for fitness and fun, chances are at some point you will take a
fall, or be involved in a crash. This applies to any level cyclist, whether you ride solo, with
friends, in groups, or compete in rallies and races.
What the Research Shows
If you are a road cyclist, especially if you train hard or have been training for multiple years, you
are more likely to develop osteopenia or osteoporosis. This puts you at a higher risk for fractures;
a risk that continues to go up with age and training. More masters were classified as osteoporotic
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compared to age-matched, non-athletes, and the percentage of these increased significantly after
a seven-year period.1 So, for those of you in this category, you are not only more likely to be at
risk, but the risk factor is higher as you complete more years of cycling training.
In 2012, there was an extensive review of 31 studies on the subject. The findings were that adult
road cyclists who train regularly have significantly low bone mineral density in key regions. This
was found to be true when comparing the cyclists to control populations of both athletes in other
sports as well as non-athletes. Areas of the lumbar spine, pelvic and hip regions, and femoral
neck were all key areas found to have lower values in road cyclists than the controls.
Included in this review were only a few studies involving amateur or low-level cyclists.
Differences in bone mass were not found between the cyclists and controls when comparing with
low level cyclists. However, studies that examined elite cyclists, or those training at high levels
for numerous years, consistently found low bone mineral density in the elite and experienced
cyclists.
This further supports the idea that your level of training and the number of years you spend
training are strong factors in your risk for low bone density.
Differences in Cycling Disciplines
ROAD CYCLING
Road cycling at a competitive level might be more detrimental for bone health than mountain
biking and recreational forms of cycling. This is due to all the reasons stated previously. Long
hours on the bike, non-weight bearing. No impact forces, low forces in general while pedaling,
and a lot of time off your feet trying to recover from training.
MOUNTAIN BIKING
Mountain bikers, however, were found to have higher bone mineral density than road cyclists.
One reason given for this was the vibrations endured off road. Depending on the level of
mountain biking, the increased short durations of high force to get over obstacles may also help.
SPRINTERS
Sprint trained cyclists have stronger bones than distance trained cyclists. This makes sense
because of the large forces they generate for short periods of time. The leg muscles are creating
high forces, which in turn puts high forces on the bones they are connected to. The high forces
for short durations are similar to the demands of weightlifting. However, keep in mind that as a
non-weight bearing activity, as hard as you might go as a sprinter, compression forces on the
spine are still not present.
TRIATHLETES AND DUATHLETES
Triathletes and Duathletes: the combination of cycling and running counteracts the negative
effects on bone mass that cycling alone may result in. Duathlon and triathlon training do not have
the same negative effects as cycling training alone.
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JUNIORS
Most of the differences in bone health were considering those older than 17 years of age. It is
worth mentioning that the observation of cycling in the early years of life did not negatively
affect the bones. However, it doesn’t positively affect the bones either. Participation in other
sports has been shown to positively affect bone growth more than cycling does.
What Should You do To Improve Your Bone Density
We all want strong bones that are resistant to breaking; especially as we age. This is even more
important for cyclists. Let’s face it, a crash or fall at some point in your cycling life is likely to
happen. Stacking the odds in your favor by including activities to maintain and stimulate bone
strength is your best line of defense against a fracture if you do happen to hit the ground at a
greater impact than you would like.
“Strength training and putting impact forces on your bones is the number one thing you can do to
promote bone health and bone density.”
Put Forces on your Bones to Make Them Stronger
The aspects that account for bone strength include bone mineral density, content, bone size, and
thickness. When muscles contract they pull on the bones to which they are connected. These
forces provide the stimulus for bones to grow both thicker and denser. Maximal strength
training and impact forces are the best way to provide this stimulus to your bones. A bone needs
to experience a tenth of the amount of force needed to break it in order to be stimulated enough
to create increased bone density3. Remember this key factor in your strength work.
Don’t be afraid to lift relatively heavy weights, and add some plyometrics and impact training
into your program. Some examples might be jumping rope or any kind of jumping, or, even
punching a bag for fun to provide some impact for your upper body. Adding these things to your
program AFTER developing a foundation will ensure that you are ready for the higher forces that
these often place on the body. Strength training results in your body’s ability to actually increase
the amount of muscle fibers that are fired, as well as, how fast they are able to fire. Both of these
things result in the muscle being capable of producing more force, which in turn, means more
forces exerted upon the bones to which they are attached.
In addition to providing greater forces to stimulate bone growth, strength training also reduces
risk factors that result in broken bones by increasing muscle mass and improving balance. This
is especially important in masters populations at any activity level. If you have better balance,
more strength and muscle, and stronger bones, all of those things come together to make you
more physically resilient and stable. You will be better prepared to handle that unexpected gust
of wind or pothole due to increase core and total body strength and stability. If it happens that
you are involved in a crash, your bones are less likely to crack under the impact. Now, you have
two ways of staying off the injury list.
How to Strength Train for Strong Bones
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1. PUT RANDOM FORCES ON YOUR BONES TO STIMULATE GROWTH.
Some research has shown that the best results in the short term come out of subjecting bones to
high forces in a more random fashion. Shorter term training programs of more random high
intensity forces on your muscles and bones have actually been shown to be more effective than
programs that progress over time. Now, this is contradictory to a program you might put together
for performance gains, but it is still something that should be considered if you are concerned
about improving your bone strength. Also, these are short term results. It doesn’t mean you
shouldn’t periodize your program, as longer periods may be needed to produce the benefits to
bone density in that case. If you are following a periodized program and want to make sure it
addresses your bone health, my suggestion would be to continue to do so. However, make sure to
include one or two exercises that target bone health regardless of what the overall program goals
are. The goal of these movements is to provide the forces on your bones to stimulate adaptation.
2. SELECT EXERCISES THAT INVOLVE LARGE MUSCLE GROUPS.
The movements involving the larger muscles or multiple muscle groups are all good choices,
assuming an adequate amount of resistance is used. This is because the larger muscles can
produce more force than the smaller ones. Multiple muscles working together will also be able to
generate more total forces on the bones as well as provide forces in multiple planes of motion.
3. ALLOW FOR LONGER REST PERIODS BETWEEN SETS TO ALLOW FOR GREATER
FORCE PRODUCTION.
Circuit training is a type of training program where individuals are performing movements, one
right after the other with little rest, and then repeating the circuit multiple times. It has NOT been
found to be as effective for bone and muscle growth. The reason for this is due to the lower
amounts of resistance used, because of the short rest periods, and the forces you can push are
lower. Circuit training may still help with bone health in the long term and is still great exercise.
However, if stronger bones are your goal, design a program that involves more strength, higher
forces and longer rest intervals. This will allow for more maximal forces to be produced during
the sets.
4. CHOOSE MOVEMENTS TO LOAD KEY AREAS OF THE BODY.
The results of these studies support that bone density is site-specific. This means that all of the
bicep curls and chest presses in the world will not help you increase bone density in your hips
and pelvis as much as doing lower body movements. Lumbar spine stress is achieved by loading
weight on the back, such as doing deadlifts or squats with weight, and by performing sit-up type
movements and back extensions. Stress on the femur occurs when legs are put under heavy load
or impact forces. So if you want strong bones in your hips, legs and spine, make sure you are
including movements that target those areas. Or conversely, if you have a particular area you are
concerned about, make sure and give that area some more love with some additional site-specific
exercises.
5. INCLUDE JUMPING, SPRINTING AND PLYOMETRICS IN YOUR PROGRAM.
Plyometrics are movements that enable a muscle to reach maximum strength in as short a
timeframe as possible. In addition, the movements make use of the elastic properties of the
muscle to generate an even more forceful contraction. They train the neuromuscular system to
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fire off more fibers, which also creates more force. An example of a plyometric movement would
be Jump Squats or Lateral Cone Jumps. The faster the muscle is stretched and lengthened as it
controls your deceleration, the more energy is obtained from the elastic properties of your muscle
fiber, and the stronger the following contraction will be5. Any of the plyometric or jumping
exercises are good choices for stimulating bone growth because of the high forces of the muscle
contractions, as well as impact forces they generate.
Impact sports in which loading is applied unevenly and at a high rate also provide more stimulus
for bone growth. So, if you participate in sports such as tennis, basketball or other activities that
involve jumping, accelerating or quick changes of direction, you have a definitive advantage
when it comes to maintaining strong bones. If this is you, strength training is also crucial to
ensure your muscles and tendons can handle these high forces.
In addition to suspension training movements, consider adding movements where the spine is
placed under load, such as squats with a bag, bar or employ the use of a standing machine.
Loading up a leg press might be beneficial for the hips, but will not put the necessary
compression forces on the spine which are lacking the most in cycling and are the most
important for cyclists to include. The “Farmer’s Walk” (an exercise where you are simply
carrying heavy weights), heavy kettlebell or dumbbell, or barbell work, kicking, punching, or
flipping heavy bags, jumping rope, high intensity running, shuffling or cutting, and jumping, are
also all good additions that will stimulate bone growth. These things can supplement your
suspension training program as well, if you have access to additional equipment. An example of
this would be performing a suspended squat jump, followed by a suspended pushup with high
resistance, and a sprint to the end of the block. These would be three extremely beneficial
exercises to stimulate bone growth.
CONCLUSION
If you are concerned about your bone health, it doesn’t mean you need to turn your program
upside down. Simply include one or two exercises that stress your legs, hips and lumbar spine in
a random manner with some impact and force. If you are just starting to strength train, or have
knowledge that you already have low bone density or osteoporosis, the more explosive exercises
should be phased in gradually as you improve your strength and fitness level. Always develop
the foundation before adding higher intensity, or more specific work to your program. Just keep
in mind that being consistent and including bone building activity in your program during the
long term will produce benefits.
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fresh DATES
!
!

Team “The Mighty Grape” – Grand Prairie, TX

Captain: Joe Twomey
Stoker: Gina Coelho
Joined DATES: July 2019
How long have you been cycling?
Captain: 47 years (mostly road bikes)
Stoker: 48 years (mostly mountain bikes)
How long tandeming? 4 years (inconsistently though)
Why did you decide to start riding tandem? To test our marriage!
What kind of tandem do you ride?
Co-Motion
How often do you ride? Joe rides daily on his road bike. Gina rides much less
frequently, typically on mtn bike (especially when it is hot outside)
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How Far? Joe rides roughly 25 miles daily and competes in local DFW criterion
and road races. Gina rides with the dogs (not often, not far).
Favorite Ride? Pacific Coast Highway, which we did with VBT (on road bikes,
not tandem). It was a great week!
Usual Ride? No consistent routes for either of us.
Where/How did you hear about Double DATES? We wanted to get out
onthe “Mighty Grape” (our nickname for our “very purple” Co-Motion), so we
started to research tandem groups in the area.
Anything else you’d like your new club members to know about you?
Secretly, Gina wanted to get a tandem so that Joe could do all of the hard work,
and she could get a free ride on the backend (LOL)! More seriously, we really
want to meet other cyclists in the area, and would like to do a tandem cycling
trip. We have done three trips with VBT (on individual road bikes), but thought it
would be fun to do a tandem vacation in the future.
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2019 14th Annual Gateway To Texas
Tandem Tour
When: Friday, October 11, 2019 , CDT
Where: Clarksville, TX
EVENT DETAILS:

2019 14th Annual Gateway To Texas Tandem Tour
DATES are Oct. 11-13th. Registration is $110.00 per
team and is available on Eventbrite or by calling The
Historic Red River County Chamber of Commerce at
903-427-2645!
Dale Wells
Office Manager
Hours: Monday, Wednesday, and Friday: 9 am - 4 pm
*Appointments outside of office hours available
Volunteers Available: Tuesday and Thursday: 9 am - 4 pm
The Historic Red River County Chamber of Commerce
101 N Locust Street
Clarksville, Tx 75426
Phone: 903.427.2645
Fax: 903.427.5454
redrivercc@yahoo.com
www.redrivercoc.com
www.facebook.com/rrccoc
www.twitter.com/rrccoc
www.instagram.com/rrccoc
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SAVE THE DATE - DATES!!

Halloween Ride
Saturday/Sunday October 26-27, 2019
Purtis Creek State Park to Tyler
Mileage - 3 routes (51-67 miles) each way
More info to come on lodging, meals, parking, etc…. This is
always one of our best attended and most fun rides of the
year - so mark your calendars now!
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DATES SUMMER SOCIAL
A generous handful of DATES members convened on Blatt
Beer and Table on a hot Thursday evening in July to cool
off with some craft beer and wine and some pretty delicious
appetizers. There were many vacation stories swapped and
talk of upcoming ones for the rest of the group. And there
were a few who were on vacation at that time and couldn’t
make it at all. (You know who your are Linda and Kevin
Vinson, David and Julie Gregory and Becky Wilson!).
It was great to have two new DATES couples join us for the
first time too. I think they just wanted to get a handle on what
we were really like before they headed out on a bike with us!
They were James and Michelle Jowdy who live in Lakewood
and Mike Cain and Lindy Hardin who are in the process of
moving here from San Antonio and will be living in Allen.
Super nice folks whom we want to send out a big welcome to!
Thanks to everyone who came out and we’ll do it again soon!
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Loop the Lake Ride Report

Surprisingly, we had a good number show up for the ride. We agreed that despite
the heat, that’s what Texans do on a hot night, they ride around the lake. But in
retrospect, the only Texan was John (possibly Mike and Sue Baker). The Buttons
are from Great Britain and I am from Wisconsin. And I don’t know about our new
couple. They showed up just as we were about to leave, left before we returned
to the Bath House and didn’t stay for dinner. Unfortunately, I didn’t catch their
names. Are they James and Michelle Jowdy? Hopefully we will see them again
since they are within biking distance from the lake.
The Wilson’s made a surprise visit to El Vecino. Lee had just picked Becky up
at the airport on her way home from Florida. What dedicated DATES! And they
had been there long enough to guide us to the enchilada special for the
evening, a great value. And another surprise was meeting Sarah Button. We
had been in the Master Gardener class together every Monday for 3 months.
It’s surprising what happens to recognition when a person is out of context with
a bike helmet on, riding in the heat.
August is our hottest month in Dallas so we will wait until September to schedule
another. I suggest we include the new SoPac trail in our loop. It’s wide enough so
that we can easily ride next to each other without impeding traffic. And up and
back is about 8 miles, just shy of a second loop.
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DATES Out & About
Ernie Coose Somewhere in Russia

Gregorys in Cleburne
32nd Goatneck Bike Ride
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Europe
North America
Small Groups
3 & 4 Star Hotels

Tandems Only
1 & 2 Week Tours
20 Years Experience
30-60 Miles per Day

DATES RIDES & ACTIVITIES
RIDE OR
ACTIVITY

DATE

Loop the
Lake

Cool
Wed.
In
Sept

Red River
Ride

Oct
11-13

The
Halloween
Ride

Oct
26-27

START
TIME

START
PLACE

HOST

PHONE # / EMAIL

DETAILS

6:00

Bath
House
Cultural
Center

John &
Nancy
Griswold

nancyqgriswold@gmail.co
m

TBD

Clarksville
, TX
6:00

Purtis
Creek
State Park

See page 9
Scott &
Mindy
Mashburn

Smashfamily
@sbcglobal.net
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DATES-LINE is generally published monthly by and for members of DOUBLE DATES. Information contained herein is for the general
good of the tandem community and may be copied without permission; credit to DOUBLE DATES and DATES-LINE is appreciated. All
comments and contributions are welcome. We reserve the right to edit all submissions. Generally, monthly issues are e-mailed by the
end of the previous month. Notices and articles must be received a week prior to the e-mailing date to be included in the next issue.
Machine-readable copy is required, preferably in MS WORD. Copy should be e-mailed to mailto:datesline@gmail.com.
Advertising Rates (per issue): $10 - Business card size ads; $35 - ¼ Page ads; $50 - ½ Page ads
DOUBLE DATES, the Dallas Area Tandem Enthusiasts, is a recreational club for riders of tandem bicycles.
Membership dues are $35 payable annually in February. If a team joins mid-year, the dues are: Jan – June
$35; July – Oct $16. Teams joining in November or December pay $35 and are paid up for the following year.
DATES is affiliated with or a member of the Tandem Club of America, the League of American Bicyclists, BikeTexas and BikeDFW.
_______________________________
DATES

Scott & Mindy Mashburn

214-395-9565 (c)

smashfamily@sbcglobal.net
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John & Nancy Griswold

972-913-4904 (h

nancyqgriswold@gmail.com
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